The helicity amplitudes of the electroexcitation of the Roper resonance are extracted for 1.7 < Q 2 < 4.5 GeV 2 from recent high precision JLab-CLAS cross section and longitudinally polarized beam asymmetry data for π + electroproduction on protons at W = 1.15 − 1.69 GeV. The analysis is made using two approaches, dispersion relations and a unitary isobar model, which give consistent Q 2 behavior of the helicity amplitudes for the γ * p → N(1440)P 11 transition. It is found that the transverse helicity amplitude A 1/2 , which is large and negative at Q 2 = 0, becomes large and positive at Q 2 2 GeV 2 , and then drops slowly with Q 2 . The longitudinal helicity amplitude S 1/2 , which was previously found from CLAS ep → epπ 0 , enπ + data to be large and positive at Q 2 = 0.4, 0.65 GeV 2 , drops with Q 2 . Available model predictions for γ * p →N(1440)P 11 allow us to conclude that these results provide strong evidence in favor of N(1440)P 11 as a first radial excitation of the 3q ground state. The results of the present paper also confirm the conclusion of our previous analysis for Q 2 The excitation of nucleon resonances in electromagnetic interactions has long been recognized as a sensitive source of information on the long-and short-range structure of the nucleon and its excited states in the domain of quark confinement. Constituent quark models (CQM) have been developed that relate electromagnetic resonance transition form factors to fundamental quantities, such as the quark confining potential. While this relationship is more direct for heavy quarks, even in the light quark sector such connections exist and may be probed by measuring transition form factors over a large range in photon virtuality Q 2 , which defines the space-time resolution of the probe.
The so-called Roper resonance, or N(1440)P 11 , is the lowest excited state of the nucleon. In the CQM, the simplest and most natural assumption is that this is the first radial excitation of the 3q ground state. However, calculations within the nonrelativistic CQM fail to reproduce even the sign of * Deceased.
the transition photocoupling amplitude [1] . Moreover, the mass of the state is more than 100 MeV lower than what is predicted in the CQM with gluon exchange interaction [2, 3] . More recent models that include also Goldstone boson exchange between quarks gave better agreement with the mass [4] . To deal with shortcomings of the quark model, alternative descriptions of N(1440)P 11 were developed, where this resonance is treated respectively as: a hybrid q 3 G state where the three quarks are bound together with a gluon [5, 6] , a quark core dressed by a meson cloud [7, 8] , and a dynamically generated πN resonance [9] ; other models include 3q −components, in particular a strong σ N component (see Ref.
[10] and references therein). Discrimination between these descriptions of the Roper resonance can provide deep insight into the underlying basic symmetries and the structure of quark confinement.
The Q 2 dependence of the electromagnetic transition form factors is highly sensitive to different descriptions of the Roper state. However, until recently, the data base used to extract these form factors was almost exclusively based on π 0 045209-2 ELECTROEXCITATION OF THE ROPER RESONANCE FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 78, 045209 (2008) production, and very limited in kinematical coverage. Also, the π 0 p final state is dominated by the nearby isospin 3 2 (1232)P 33 resonance, whereas the isospin 1 2 Roper state couples more strongly to the π + n channel. The CLAS Collaboration has now published a large body of precise differential cross sections and polarized beam asymmetries for the process ep → enπ + in the range of invariant hadronic mass W = 1.15 − 1.69 GeV and photon virtuality Q 2 = 1.7 − 4.5 GeV 2 , with full azimuthal and polar angle coverage [11] . In this paper we report the results on the electroexcitation of the Roper resonance extracted from this large data set.
The approaches we use to analyze the data-fixed-t dispersion relations (DR) and a unitary isobar model (UIM)-were described in detail in Refs. [12, 13] and were successfully employed in Refs. [12] [13] [14] for analyses of pion-photoproduction and low-Q 2 -electroproduction data. The UIM of Refs. [12, 13] was developed on the basis of MAID (Ref. [15] ); the main modification consisted in the incorporation of Regge poles with increasing energies. The analysis of the data for Q 2 = 1.7 − 4.5 GeV 2 showed that for the best description of the data for these Q 2 , Regge poles should be included at higher energies than those which we investigate in this analysis; therefore, the UIM we use for Q 2 = 1.7 − 4.5 GeV 2 is very close to MAID [15, 16] .
We have taken into account all resonances from the first, second, and third resonance regions. These are four-and three-star resonances (1232)P 33 , N(1440)P 11 , N(1520)D 13 33 , N(1710)P 11 , and N(1720)P 13 . For the masses, widths, and πN branching ratios of these resonances, we used the mean values of the data presented in the Review of Particle Physics (RPP) [17] . In particular for the Roper resonance, the values M = 1.44 GeV, = 0.35 GeV, and β πN = 0.6 were taken. Resonances of the fourth resonance region practically have no influence in the energy region under investigation and were not included.
The fitting parameters in our analysis were the γ * p → N * + helicity amplitudes, A 1/2 , A 3/2 , S 1/2 , which are related to the resonance contributions to the multipole amplitudes at the resonance positions in the following way [1, [17] [18] [19] :
In Eq. (2), , M, J , and I are the total width, mass, spin, and isospin of the resonance, β πN is its branching ratio to the πN channel, m is the nucleon mass, k r and q r are momenta of the real photon and pion at the resonance position in c.m.s.
In the range of Q 2 , which we investigate in this paper, there is no information on the helicity amplitudes for the resonances from the third resonance region, and the data [11] do not allow us to extract reliably these amplitudes [except those for N(1680)F 15 ] as only part of this region is covered by the data. While we expect small influence of these states on the results for the Roper resonance due to the 200-300 MeV mass gaps, we studied the effect quantitatively using two different ways of estimating the strength of the states from the third resonance region.
(i) By directly including these states in the fit.
(ii) By applying available constraints on their amplitudes. Using symmetry relations within multiplet [70, 1 − ] given by the single quark transition model [20] , we have expressed the transverse amplitudes for the members of this multiplet:
(1620)S 31 , N(1650)S 11 , N(1675)D 15 , N(1700)D 13 , and (1700)D 33 , through the amplitudes of N(1520)D 13 and N(1535)S 11 which are well determined in the analysis. The longitudinal amplitudes of these resonances and the amplitudes of the resonances (1600)P 33 and N(1710)P 11 , which have small photocouplings [17] and are not seen in low Q 2 π and 2π electroproduction [14] , were assumed to be zero.
The results obtained for (1232)P 33 , N(1440)P 11 , N(1520)D 13 , and N(1535)S 11 in the two fits were very close to each other. The amplitudes of the Roper resonance presented below are the average values of the results obtained in these fits. The uncertainties arising from the averaging procedure we will refer to as uncertainties (I). They were included in quadrature into the total model uncertainties of our results.
The background of both approaches contains Born terms corresponding to the s-and u-channel nucleon exchanges and t-channel pion contribution, and depends, therefore, on the proton, neutron, and pion form factors. The background of the UIM contains also the ρ and ω t-channel exchanges [15] and, therefore, the contribution of the form factors G ρ(ω)→πγ (Q 2 ). All of these form factors, except the neutron electric and G ρ(ω)→πγ (Q 2 ) ones, are known in the region of Q 2 under investigation from existing experimental data. For the proton form factors we used the parametrizations found for the existing data in Ref. [21] . The neutron magnetic form factor and the pion form factor were taken from Refs. [22] and [23] [24] [25] [26] , respectively. The neutron electric form factor, G E n (Q 2 ), is measured up to Q 2 = 1.45 GeV 2 [27] , and Ref. [27] presents a parametrization for all existing data on G E n (Q 2 ) that we used to extrapolate G E n (Q 2 ) to 1. Fig. 1 , the overall description is satisfactory; there are only shortcomings in details.
In Fig. 1 , we present the comparison of our results with the experimental data for the lowest Legendre moments of the structure functions at Q 2 = 2.05 GeV 2 [11] . Due to interference effects and to the large width of the N(1440)P 11 , this state plays a significant role in the entire W range covered by the data. The Legendre moment D T + L 0 is related to the γ * N → Nπ total cross section:
. Being the . There is a shoulder between the and 1.5 GeV peaks, which is related to the broad Roper resonance. To demonstrate this, we present in Fig. 1 of the same size as in Fig. 1 . This clearly shows that the data can not be explained without Roper resonance.
We now discuss the results for the γ * p →N(1440)P 11 helicity amplitudes presented in Table II and Fig. 2 . The results obtained using DR and UIM are given in Table II separately. It can be seen that they are quite close to each other and give consistent Q 2 behavior of the helicity amplitudes. As the nonresonant background of these approaches is built in conceptually different ways, we conclude that the model uncertainties of the obtained results are relatively small. In Fig. 2 we present average values of the results obtained within the DR and UIM approaches. The uncertainties that originate from this averaging procedure are referred to as model uncertainties (III) in our final results.
Combined with the information obtained from the previous CLAS data at Q 2 = 0.4, 0.65 GeV 2 [13, 14, 31, [34] [35] [36] , and that at Q 2 = 0 [17] , our results show the following behavior of the transverse helicity amplitude A 1/2 : being large and negative at Q 2 = 0, it crosses zero between Q 2 = 0.4 and 0.65 GeV 2 and becomes large and positive at Q 2 2 GeV 2 . With increasing Q 2 , this amplitude drops smoothly in magnitude. The longitudinal helicity amplitude S 1/2 , which is large and positive at small Q 2 , drops smoothly with increasing Q 2 . In Fig. 2 , we compare our results with model predictions. These are (i) quark model predictions [1, [37] [38] [39] [40] where the N(1440)P 11 is described as the first radial excitation of the 3q ground state; (ii) those assuming the N(1440)P 11 is a hybrid state [6] ; and (iii) the results for the Roper resonance treated as a quark core (which is a radial excitation of the 3q ground state) dressed by a meson cloud [7, 8] .
It is known that with increasing Q 2 , when the momentum transfer becomes larger than the masses of the constituent quarks, a relativistic treatment of the electroexcitation of the nucleon resonances, which is important already at Q 2 = 0, becomes crucial. A consistent way to perform the relativistic treatment of the γ * N → N * transitions is to consider them in light-front (LF) dynamics. In Fig. 2 we present the results obtained in the LF quark models [1, [37] [38] [39] [40] . All LF approaches [1, [37] [38] [39] [40] give good descriptions of nucleon form factors, however, the predictions for the γ * N →N(1440)P 11 helicity amplitudes differ significantly. This is caused by the large sensitivity of these amplitudes to the N and N(1440)P 11 wave functions [40] . The approaches [1, [37] [38] [39] [40] fail to describe the value of the transverse amplitude A 1/2 at Q 2 = 0. This can be an indication of a large meson cloud contribution to γ * p →N(1440)P 11 , which is expected to be significant at small Q 2 . As a confirmation of this assumption, one can 045209-4 consider the results of Refs. [7, 8] where this contribution is taken into account, and a good description of the helicity amplitudes is obtained at small Q 2 .
In spite of the differences, all LF predictions for the γ * p →N(1440)P 11 helicity amplitudes have common features that agree with the results extracted from the experimental data: (i) the sign of the transverse amplitude A 1/2 at Q 2 = 0 is negative, (ii) the sign of the longitudinal amplitude S 1/2 is positive, (iii) all LF approaches predict the sign change of the transverse amplitude A 1/2 at small Q 2 . We take this qualitative agreement as evidence in favor of the N(1440)P 11 resonance as a radial excitation of the 3q ground state. Final confirmation of this conclusion requires a complete simultaneous description of the nucleon form factors and the γ * p →N(1440)P 11 amplitudes. This will allow us to find the magnitude of the meson cloud contribution, and to better specify the N and N(1440)P 11 wave functions. To achieve a satisfactory description at large Q 2 , it may be necessary to take into account quark form factors, as well as other effects, such as the quark mass dependence on the momentum transfer.
The results of Refs. [5, 6] , where N(1440)P 11 is treated as a hybrid state, are obtained via non-relativistic calculations. Nevertheless the suppression of the longitudinal amplitude S 1/2 has a physical origin, which makes this result practically independent of relativistic effects. The predicted suppression of the longitudinal amplitude S 1/2 strongly disagrees with the experimental results.
In summary, for the first time the transverse and longitudinal helicity amplitudes of the γ * p →N(1440)P 11 transition are extracted from experimental data at high Q [11] . The bands present the model uncertainties (I,II,III) added in quadrature; see text. The full boxes are the results obtained from CLAS data [13, 31, [34] [35] [36] ; open boxes present the results of the combined analysis of CLAS single π and 2π electroproduction data [14] . The full triangle at Q 2 = 0 is the RPP estimate [17] . The thick curves correspond to the light-front relativistic quark models: dotted, dashed, dash-dotted, long-dashed, and solid curves are from Refs. [1, [37] [38] [39] [40] , respectively. The thin solid curves are the predictions obtained for the Roper resonance treated as a quark core dressed by a meson cloud [7, 8] . The thin dashed curves are obtained assuming that N(1440)P 11 is a q 3 G hybrid state [6] .
polarized beam asymmetries for π + electroproduction on protons at W = 1.15 − 1.69 GeV [11] . The data were analyzed using two conceptually different approaches, DR and UIM, which give consistent results for Q 2 behavior of the extracted helicity amplitudes.
Comparison with quark model predictions provides strong evidence in favor of N(1440)P 11 as a first radial excitation of the 3q ground state.
The results for the longitudinal helicity amplitude confirm our conclusion made from the previous analysis of CLAS ep → epπ 0 , enπ + data for Q 2 < 1 GeV 2 [13] that the presentation of the Roper resonance as a q 3 G hybrid state is ruled out.
